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ABSTRACT. The history of Georgian demographic development is rather rich and interesting.  Since
ancient time, politically and economically strong Georgia with its population and demographic behavior
was always among the powerful and demographically well-developed countries of the world. That fact is
confirmed in a number of Georgian and foreign sources of history and literature. Today, from the
economical point of view, Georgia is considered to be a developing country but demographically it is
among the developed countries. Modern problems of demographic development of Georgia should be
considered against the background of the demographic processes going on in the world, the more so,
given its specific geo-political position, Georgia might easily be involved in the conflict processes going
on in the region or in the neighborhood, or even in the global processes of migration. Along with low
birth rate and deformed age structure, it might aggravate the crisis of demographic processes in the
country. In order to avoid all this it is necessary to work out a sensible conception of national security
and to carry out proper state policy of demography based on it. © 2016 Bull. Georg. Natl. Acad. Sci.
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Politically and economically strong Georgia with
its population and demographic behavior was always
among the powerful and demographically well-de-
veloped countries of the world for a long historical
period. Paradoxically, although today Georgia is con-
sidered to be a developing country from the eco-
nomical point of view, it is among the well-developed
countries from the demographical point of view.

Compared to other countries there was always
better conditions for reproduction and settlement on
the territory of Georgia. Actually, since the Mesolithic

period all the landscape zones of Georgia were ex-
ploited by a man [1,2].

The territory of modern Georgia must have been
widely settled by Paleolithic humans. First of all, it is
evidenced by the fact that the monuments of the
Lower Paleolithic period discovered on the territory
of Georgia belong to the Acheulean and Mousterian
cultures. There are over 400 Paleolithic monuments
in Georgia. Of them 280 are dated by Lower Paleolithic
era. They cover quite a big territory of the Black Sea
coastline, the Rioni-Kvirila river basin, Shida-Kartli,
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Kvemo-Kartli and Javakheti mountains and Ior-
Alazani river basin. According to the location of those
monuments, it can be concluded that as early as the
Lower Paleolithic period, in the days of Acheulean
and Mousterian cultures, people were settled
throughout the whole territory of Georgia. They lived
even in the mountains exploiting all the landscape
zones. They had dwellings in caves or in an “open”
air.  As it was mentioned, this process was condi-
tioned by the extremely favorable weather conditions,
rich animal world and eatable plants as well as the
great amount of  raw materials for stone tools and
natural shelters [1].

With  respect to population and settlement, the
demographic history of Georgia  of the Mesolithic
and Neolithic periods is also of interest.  Archaeo-
logical findings, the topography of ancient settle-
ments and other scientific data give ground to con-
clude that in that period the  settled society of Geor-
gia was already formed and the main economic fields
of agriculture and cattle breeding were well-devel-
oped. The same period created economic basis for
separation of a family from the tribe. The process of
the tribe segmentation into families was followed by
formation of a village community.

Accelerated  social development and  progress,
demographic development of population  was fol-
lowed by a new qualitative state of the country lead-
ing to Bronze Age first and then to an Iron Age. Fam-
ily, children and reproduction became very important
in Bronze Age. Reproduction  of people was given
special attention and even the  state policy began to
concern  about the problems related to it.

 A significant stage in demographic development
of Georgia is connected to the culture of the  Kura-
Araxes river basin and Trialeti. In that period some
migration processes took place in the South Cauca-
sus, namely in Georgia, but no ethnic movements
were observed. Essentially, it was conditioned by
the life-style of local population and the pattern of its
development.

Unfortunately, there are no exact data on the quan-

tity of Georgia’s  population of that period, though
there are known some significant sources. In
“Phaedo” by the greatest Greek philosopher Plato,
another  greatest thinker Soctrates says: “I believe
that the earth is very large and that we who dwell
between the pillars of Hercules and the river
Phasis live in a small part of it.” The quotation is of
interest for us because Soctrates names the borders
of the settled cultural world of that time to be be-
tween the river  Phasis (Rioni),  on the one hand, and,
on the other hand, the two huge Pillars built by the
Greek national hero Hercules, on both sides of the
narrow Strait of Gibraltar, in the far edge beyond which
flew the river and the ocean [2,3].

Ancient data on Gorgian tribes are also found  in
Argonautica by Apollonius of Rhodes containing
significant information about the places of settlement
of Georgian tribes and about their approximate quan-
tity. They provide so detailed description of some
episodes that the scientists consider the myth to be
based on real things [2, 4]. Some ancient information
about the settlment of  Georgian ancestors is found
in the History written by Herodotus in 430 B.C.
Herodotus mentions the Georgian tribes of  Chalybes,
Colchis, Sasper, Tibareni, Mosinici, Mari. Unfortu-
nately, Herodotus does not  clearly describe the bor-
ders of the settlments of Georgian tribes, though from
his History it is clear that Georgian tribes lived on the
Black Sea Coast and near to it.

Significant information about the settlement of
Georgian tribes are found in “Anabasis” by a well-
known Greek writer   Xenophone. Varios information
about the settlement and number of Georgian tribes
is provided in the works of other writers as well [2].

There are lots of intereresting materials about
Meskhetian tribe. Unfortunately, we do not know exact
number of population that time, but according to the
existing material it can be definitely  concluded that
the  Meskhetian tribe must have been quite numer-
ous.

Talking about the people living in the territory of
Georgia, and generally, about demographic develop-
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ment of Georgian tribes and the quantity of popula-
tion, it should be taken into account that the area
settled by Georgian tribes was one of the regions,
where the modern human being was formed. Such
regions were few in those days. Therefore, in ancient
time a significant part of the world population
sopposedly lived in the area where Georgian tribes
lived.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                
Since the lower Paleolithic period a continuous chain
of progressive development of different cultures and,
accordingly, ethnic unities is observed on the mod-
ern territory of Georgia and on the vast territory to its
south   as well as in the south and south-east   of   the
Black Sea [2,5].

Georgia is one of the countries, where the Homo
Sapiens  was formed. It is an indisputable fact that in
ancient time since the beginning of Georgian civiliza-
tion  up to the beginning of the new era (and after-
wards) the territory of Georgia was settled by au-
tonomous population. In the long period of the primi-
tive era the continuous physical and cultural exist-
ence of population in Georgia is confirmed by the
data of archaeology, anthropology, linguistics, eth-
nography and folklore. In those ancient days there
was a great displacement  of people and intensive
migration processes on the territory of Georgia. Nev-
ertheless, no ethnic conflicts were observed there.
There was a continuous settlement of people on the
whole territory of Georgia, and since the Lower
Paleolithic era  there was a slow but continuous proc-
ess of population reproduction.

Generally, it is not easy to define the number of
people living in certain periods of Stone, Bronze and
Iron Ages. The same can be said about the popula-
tion of Georgia. However, we can try approximately
to calculate the population number in different stages
of their development.

By the end of the Acheulean culture in the Lower
Paleolithic era approximately 15-20 thousand   people
must have been living  in Georgia, and by the end of
the Mousterian cultures in the Lower Paleolithic era
about 30 thousand  people.

In the Upper Paleolithic, Mesolithic and especially
in Neolithic periods the number of  population greatly
increased. With account of the supposed processes
going on in every field of social life of the Mesolithic
and Neolithic periods such as origination of rural
settlement  etc. the population of Georgia must have
been at least from 60 to 100 thousand since the be-
ginning of the 10th c. B.C. to early 3rd millennium, i.e.,
in the Upper Paleolith and partially in Mesolith (for
30 thousand years) the number of population in-
creased by one individual per year, while in Mesolith
and Neolith (for 7 thousand years) by 6 people [2].

In Bronze and Iron Ages the population growth
was greater. Supposedly, at the beginning of the first
millennium BC population of Georgia seriously grew
reaching 400 thousand. Annual growth was about
150 people. At the beginning of a new millennium
about 700 thousand people  must  have been living in
Georgia with annual increase of 300 people. Such a
conclusion is based on the information kept in the
Greek written sources and according to the high level
of social life of that period. A new stage of demo-
graphic development and population reproduction
began since Anno Domini. Huge material  is kept in
Georgian historical sources and literature about the
population of the  country  at different stages. Those
works contain lots of materials invaluable for study-
ing population and its social, economic and political
history but they do not contain sufficient informa-
tion, with some exceptions,  to define the exact number
and composition of population  for each period of
history [6, 7].

The Problems of Demographic
Development in Modern Georgia

In our opinion, it is difficult to analyze demographic
problems of any country, including Georgia, without
analyzing demographic processes going on in the
world or in the region, where the given country is
located.  Thus, we will not be able to provide a full
analysis of the complex and acute demographic proc-
esses going on in Georgia, unless we consider them
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against the background of the most serious demo-
graphic processes of the world and the region.

Today the UN declared demographic danger to
be among the five greatest threats (war, economic,
energetic, environmental and demographic threats).
In particular, a new global threat, the demographic
threat, is a disastrous increase of global population.
Situation becomes more  agrrevated and specific
given the fact that 97% of population growth falls on
developing countries with only 3% on developed
countries. According to the forecasts, such a dispro-
portion will become greater in future. The scale of
global migration processes are of a great concern. In
addition, such a “migration tsunami” does not come
from the Europe or the USA. On the contrary, people
from Asia, Africa and Latin America immigrate to Eu-
rope or the USA.  It is worth noting that very often
the immigrants ignore the cultural values of local peo-
ple, do not want to assimilate with them and try to
create their own subcultures and even contrcultures.
All this and the low birth rate cause great problems
to the demographic security of those countries [8].

Because of specific geopolitical position of Geor-
gia, the complex political and often conflict processes
going on in the region or in the neghbourhood might
cause spontaneous or deliberately planned and or-
ganized invasion of immigrants in the country. Due
to serious demographic situation, especially the low
birth rate and increasingly high level of aging will
make demographic processes more disastrous in the
country.

Since 1992 the net coefficient of reproduction
cannot provide regeneration indicating  introduction
of  a new type of reduced reproduction of popula-
tion.  Besides, from 1992 to 2015 the official negative
saldo of external migration of population was
1, 005, 200, while according to expert evaluation it
was 1, 279, 700 causing the reduction of Georgian
population. According to official statistics, by the 1st

of January 2016 the population of Georgia reduced
by 1, 738, 000 men compared to 1992 and made
3, 730, 000, while according to expert evaluation  it

made  3, 756, 000 [8, 14, 15].
 Today, Georgia with its demographic develop-

ment is in a transitional period of reproduction.  Given
the regularities of reproduction modern stage is char-
acterized by birth rate reduction and mortality in-
crease, which will be followed by transition to the
newest stage of reproduction, i.e. to depopulation.

Evaluation of modern demographic situation and
the analysis of demographic policy suggests that if
such a situation continues, by 2030 we will have the
tendency of birth rate  reduction  (general reduction
of birth rate cofficient ), mortality increase, reduc-
tion of population under 15, growth of demographic
aging of 65-year old people and over.

Demographic wave has and will always have a
great influence on the demographic development
of Georgia. In particular, due to sudden fall of the
birth rate in 1990s, the number of women of mater-
nal age will decrease  by 28-30 % in 2020  compared
to 1990s (average maternal age is 27.5 year), and as
it is forecasted, according to the net coefficient of
the population reproduction  for 2030, the the
number of women of maternal age will decrease  by
15 % in 2055-2060 compared to 2030. It is difficult
to anticipate the number of children for that pe-
riod, but if we take into consideration that some of
those women might stay unmarried or childless, in
2050 the reproduction potential of Georgia with
respect to demographic security might be worse
than today.

With  respect to worsening the demographic
development of the country, situation is more seri-
ous in the regions. Today, natural growth of popu-
lation is observed only in the south Georgia and
Shida-Kartli districts, while the other regions suf-
fer depopulation.

The Conceptions of Demographic
Security

The newest type of population reproduction, de-
population, is a regular demographic process, and
the shorter it is the safer the existence of the coun-
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try or the nation. Therefore, in order to prevent
depopulation  the government must come to proper
conclusions and develop and carry out social and
demographic policy based on the sensible con-
ception of demographic security.

General goal of the conception of demographic
security is:

- Prevention of the anticipated depopulation
throughout the country and stabilization of the
population growth by means of rationalization of
migration.

Based on the general goal, principal objectives
should be:

- Stabilization of birth rate to the level of ex-
tensive reproduction of population by stimulating
families for having children.

- Reduction of mortality in population, espe-
cially in mothers and babies by means of improv-
ing health level, including reproduction health.

- Decrease of the demographic aging rate and

increase of the anticipated duration of life.
- Marriage stimulation and formation of sus-

tainable families.
Up to 2030 the policy of demographic security

of Georgia should be carried out as follows:
1. To carry out legal and institutional  reforms

of the target programs of social and demographic
security policy;

2. To carry out scientific researches and timely
correction of the programs according to the results
of monitoring;

3. To take proper measures for formulation of
the desirable demographic climate, for formulation of
appropriate public opinion;

4. To update the information base
5. To prepare the proper speciaists
6. To improve the family law, tax law, housing

law, health laws, educational law, social security and
labour laws and in general, to improve the existing
laws of demography of Georgia.

demografia

saqarTvelos demografiuli ganviTareba da
demografiuli usafrTxoeba

v. lorTqifaniZe

iv. JavaxiSvilis sax. Tbilisis saxelmwifo universitetis socialur-politikur mecnierebaTa
fakulteti, Tbilisi
wmida andria pirvelwodebulis saqarTvelos sapatriarqos qarTuli universiteti; saqarTvelos
demografTa asociacia, Tbilisi

(warmodgenilia akademiis wevris r. metrevelis mier)

saqarTvelos demografiuli ganviTarebis istoria uaRresad mdidari da saintereso
aqvs. uZvelesi droidan, politikurad da ekonomikurad Zlieri saqarTvelo mosaxleobis
raodenobisa da misi demografiuli qcevis mixedviT yovelTvis ganekuTvneboda msoflios
uZlieres da demografiulad ganviTarebul saxelmwifoTa ricxvs. amas adasturebs
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mravalricxovani – rogorc qarTuli, aseve ucxouri istoriuli da literaturuli
wyaroebi. dResac, saqarTvelo ekonomikuri TvalsazrisiT ganviTarebadi qveynebis, xolo
demografiuli TvalsazrisiT ganviTarebuli qveynebis ricxvs miekuTvneba. saqarTvelos
Tanamedrodve demografiuli ganviTarebis problemebi unda ganvixiloT mxolod msoflioSi
mimdinare demografiuli procesebis fonze, maTi gaTvaliswinebiT. miT ufro, rom
gansakuTrebuli geopolitikuri mdebareobis gamo, dRes saqarTvelo, regionsa Tu uSualod
samezobloSi mimdinare rTuli politikuri, xSirad mwvave konfliqturi procesebis
gamo, advilad SesaZlebelia, aRmoCndes ganviTarebul movlenebSi CarTuli, Tundac
globaluri migraciuli procesebis monawile. dabal Sobadobasa da deformirebul
asakobriv struqturasTan erTad, aman SeiZleba kidev ufro daamZimos qveynis isedac
krizisuli demografiuli procesebi. yovelive amis Tavidan asacileblad, aucilebelia
qveynis gaazrebuli erovnuli usafrTxoebis koncefciis SemuSaveba da mis bazaze saTanado
saxelmwifo demografiuli politikis gatareba.
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